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ART FOR THE PEOPLE
This April IKEA presents ART EVENT 2017 - a limited
edition collection featuring 12 posters with hand
drawn motifs from a carefully curated selection of
artists from all over the world.
IKEA has long provided people all over the world
with affordable and functional design. With the third
installment of the ART EVENT we continue our mission to also make great art accessible for everyone.
“We have a very strong and simple vision about art
at IKEA, and it’s that art should be affordable — it
should be accessible for the many people — and
also that art belongs in the home, not just in galleries or museums,” says Henrik Most, Creative Leader
for ART EVENT 2017.
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THE FINE ART OF HAND DRAWING
For ART EVENT 2017 we put all attention to hand drawings. “Hand drawing is a fascinating art form, it reminds us of what it is to be human in a world driven by speedy technology and digital development” says the collection’s Creative Leader.
For ART EVENT 2017, we have enlisted some of the most exciting established and upand-coming artists from around the world to contribute to a collection of posters featuring works drawn by hand.
“These drawings are full of sensuality and tactility, almost leaving the fingerprint of the
artist right there on the surface of the paper,” continues Henrik.
The style of the collection is highly eclectic and diverse with the artists using everything
from graphite, pen and ink, crayon, charcoal, watercolour, gouache and pastel.
The twelve posters are not only wildly diverse in terms of technique used, they also all
convey individual expressions and communicate very personal stories. Some reflect cultural experiences and social topics, while others simply aim to make the viewer smile.
There is something for everyone in ART EVENT 2017
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MEET THE COLLECTION
Poster size: 61cm X 91cm, 91cm X 61cm.

Reflections on deep
thoughts
Micha Payer &
Martin Gabriel

Assembling Reality
Amit Greenberg

We are one
Hell’O

Shelfie
Jean Jullien

Rainbows
Amandine Urruty

Big Audio Dyn-o-mite!
Kevin Lyons

Naive Suave - Imaginary
Band 170
Koen Taselaar

Life is Pay The Bill
Hahan

Nightwalk
Ragnar Persson

MATSURI
Yasuto Sasada
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Around a table
Joanna Concejo

Keep It Mello
Steven Harrington
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Self-portrait by Micha Payer & Martin Gabriel

MEET THE ARTIST

MICHA PAYER &
MARTIN GABRIEL
Micha Payer and Martin Gabriel are renowned for combining one category with another in
a transgressing way. They attribute their recognition in the art world to a simple approach
that attempts to solve what is often complex subject matter.
From their studio in Vienna, Micha and Martin create meticulous drawings to reflect an
array of different worlds. “We draw with pencils and crayons,” says Micha. “The pencil is a
very basic instrument, familiar to everyone since childhood, but at the same time you can
do very elaborate things with it.”
As one Viennese gallery owner put it, “They mix living things with objects, natural things
with artificial things…their aim of doing so is not to set up a surreal alternative world, but
rather to re-create the factual world, one in which it is possible to be different”.
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“Talent isn’t something
that can be discovered
or realised in a specific
moment. Making art
primarily has to do with
a curiosity for the world
that is retained from
childhood on.”

Mic ha Payer & Mar t in Gabrie l

REFLECTIONS ON DEEP
THOUGHTS
Micha Payer and Martin Gabriel’s meticulous piece for
the IKEA ART EVENT 2017 was inspired by a scene
in the film Stalker by Andrej Tarkovsky, in which the
camera glides over the water - through what Micha
describes as ‘a liquid universe of things’. Known for
their elaborate portrayal of what could be termed alternative worlds, these Vienna-based artists continue
to push the creative boundaries with their work.
“The idea of the confusion of surface, ground and reflection, of the disappearing and the deceptive, of the
tension between nature and civilisation – as an existential human condition – was the starting point for
the conception of this floating still life,” says Micha.
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Self-portrait by Amit Greenberg

MEET THE ARTIST

AMIT GREENBERG
Amit Greenberg’s work seeks to channel what he calls ‘the energy from nature around
us’ into his art. Using a variety of media, Amit expresses his desire to alter reality into
a fantastic place. “Art isn’t a luxury, it is a state of mind, a documentation of reality, a
pathway for new dreams and inspirations,” he says.
His restless spirit and love of ritual and ceremony has taken him from the city streets
to the desert. It is nature itself, with what he calls its ‘endless behaviours, movements,
forms, and textures’, that inspires him.
For the past few years he has practiced working where no pre-sketching is involved.
“There is so much freedom for the image to evolve, and as it evolves it tells endless
stories. It is a sort of surrealistic magic that comes to life,” he says.
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“Being creative was
always part of everything
I did. It’s deep-rooted
inside of me. Being
creative isn’t just a talent,
it’s a state of being.”

Amit Gr e enber g

ASSEMBLING REALITY
Amit describes his process for ‘Assembling Reality’ as
an active exploration of spirituality, sexuality, mortality, fear and joy woven together through art and
design. “I strive to create a playful world,” he says.
“The viewer is encouraged to indulge and get lost in
this multi-dimensional work. The deeper the inspection, the greater the reward.”
Amit practices working where no pre-sketching is
involved. “My process is inspired by the surrealist
automatic writing technique and translated into ink
drawings. A mix of philosophy, humour, facts and subconscious thoughts flow from my mind, to my hand,
and onto the paper – in a tenuous balance of freedom
and restraint,” he says. The result is a complex tableau of imaginary characters and scenarios, projecting voices eager to be heard.
IKEA ART EVENT 2017: CONTEMPOR ARY DR AWNING
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Self-portrait by Hell’O

MEET THE ARTIST

HELL’O
Hell’O is composed of two outstanding artistic talents that emerged almost twenty years
ago in Brussels. Jérôme Meynen and Antoine Detaille have produced an astonishing array
of drawings featuring creatures that may at first seem graphically pleasing and simply
imaginative, but who on closer examination often reveal profound symbolism. “We try
to translate and merge our separate visions into the same drawing,” says Antoine. “Most
importantly, we hope it makes you smile.”
Yet for all of their disarming charm and relaxed approach, Hell’O is an evolving force in
the art world, capable of producing what has been called a fertile, imaginary fantasy
world, sometimes grotesque yet always poetic. “Everybody needs art,” according to
Hell’O. “Whether it is to create, collect, buy, or sell…without at least one of these there is
something missing in one’s life.”
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“Everybody can draw.
Somebody without an
obvious “talent” can
do some extraordinary
things.”

He ll’O

WE ARE ONE
Jérôme Meynen and Antoine Detaille of Hell’O have
developed an extraordinary ability to translate and
merge separate visions into one drawing, and their
submission to the IKEA ART EVENT 2017 is no exception. “The idea was to create a mix between humans
and animals in a positive way, to paint a character
built from several funny heads,” they say. “This is
painted in a very colourful set with a lot of patterns
influenced by a combination of African tribal, Memphis design and pop culture.”
The mix between the man, the animal and the monster permeates much of the Hell’O portfolio. One art
critic called it “a fertile, imaginary fantasy world,
sometimes grotesque yet always poetic”.
IKEA ART EVENT 2017: CONTEMPOR ARY DR AWNING
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Self-portrait by Jean Jullien

MEET THE ARTIST

JEAN JULLIEN
Jean Jullien is a French graphic artist currently living in Los Angeles, where he continues
to develop his observational, critical and playful style of illustrations. “I try to capture
moments that people react to, to establish a connection with the viewer,” he says.
Originally from Nantes, he completed a graphic design degree before moving to London,
graduating from Central Saint Martins in 2008 and the Royal College of Art in 2010.
His practice ranges from illustration to photography, video, costumes, installations,
books, posters and clothing, creating a coherent yet eclectic body of work.
Jean espouses a humorous reflection of the times that we live in. “My work is much
like journalism,” he says. “I observe what is around me and try to sum it up into visual
articles or stories.” His first monograph, Modern Life, was recently published by teNeues.
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“Drawing is a way to ‘tell’
the world rather than
‘describe’ it.”

Je an Jullien

SHELFIE
Jean Jullien’s ‘Shelfie’ is a perfect example of his
playful reflections on the times that we live in. “I hope
that the name of the piece can speak for itself!” he
says. The poster is inspired by a Jean’s reflection on
a quote from Chuck Palahniuk’s cult film ‘Fight Club’
– “The things that we possess end up possessing us”.
The French-born Royal College of Art graduate presents a humorous take on that concept and also how
the human element fits when it comes to creating balance.
“This balance having to rely purely on the individual
is something I thought could be interesting,” he says.
“A literal take on this idea.”
IKEA ART EVENT 2017: CONTEMPOR ARY DR AWNING
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Self-portrait by Amandine Urruty

MEET THE ARTIST

AMANDINE URRUTY
Amandine Urruty is a French-born master of traditional drawing, known for her ability
to create cheerful galleries of deviant beasts. Her breathtaking work is as comfortable
on the walls of buildings as it is in art galleries around the world. She has gained global
attention by creating a distinct dream-like style by combining the bizarre with highly
structured and detailed compositions.
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Indeed, there is something perfectly harmonious about Amandine Urruty’s work. Her
well behaved, exquisitely postured, yet wonderful characters are often surrounded by a
sense of incredible commotion.
Amandine has the ability to combine extremes - often reconciling grotesque outfits
with baroque decorum. A believer in ghosts, she has described her work as a
mental whimsical labyrinth, a reflection of one’s imaginary life, from dreams to cute
nightmares – “a kind of ragout, mixing antique toys and medieval bestiaries…slimy
monsters and lots of love.”
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“Art is made to live
in people’s minds and
houses, not only in
museums or wealthy
people’s homes! Just like
books, affordable art
allows people to make
discoveries.”

Amandine Urrut y

RAINBOWS
Amandine Urruty’s poster reflects her extraordinary
ability to combine extremes, using highly structured
and detailed compositions to illustrate incredible
commotion. “The idea of this particular drawing was
to build a mental labyrinth, a reflection of one’s imaginary life, from dreams to cute nightmares,” she
says. “It’s a night journey, in a manner of speaking.”
Amandine’s characters are well-behaved and exquisitely postured, yet each one is a unique and wonderful reflection of the whimsical world that she has
nurtured since she first discovered her love for art
as a solitary child living in a small rural town. The
evolution of her work reflects countless hours of fine
detailing that she hopes will enable people to “make
discoveries”.
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Self-portrait by Joanna Concejo

MEET THE ARTIST

JOANNA CONCEJO
Joanna Concejo has managed to make her home in both the remote forests of northern
Poland and the bustling streets of Paris.
She has inspired art lovers from around the world with her extraordinary charcoal
illustrations. Joanna’s grandmother, a passionate storyteller, sparked her imagination
and desire to create a mystical and fable-like universe combining enigmatic creatures
and characters.
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When asked about the subject matter for her work, she responds “It’s personal. I’m
never quite sure what will appear in my art and I’m often surprised myself.” Joanna
chooses the most basic materials: the graphite pencil, coloured pencils and a sheet of
paper to create her drawings. “Drawing with pencil is something very special, intimate,
and also sensible at the same time. The feeling of something coming from my soul goes
through my hand and expresses itself through the graphite.”
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“The dinner table is the
centre of the house,
and also the centre
of my world. This is
where families and
friends gather to share
experiences and tell
stories, both sad and
happy. Or just to rest
their elbows!”

Joanna C onc ejo

AROUND A TABLE
For the IKEA ART EVENT 2017 poster, Joanna Concejo decided to reflect upon her love of meeting people, especially family, around a table for a myriad of
reasons. “During a meal, drinking coffee or tea, just
to talk about the day or tell a story,” she says. “Or
maybe just to rest your elbows, sit in silence and look
around, or for no particular reason at all!”
Joanna says that her drawing combines the elements
of nature with the traditional family photo of her children and other family members. It is intended to reflect the centre of her world, where people congregate. “It is witness every day to all of our stories, both
happy and sad.”
IKEA ART EVENT 2017: CONTEMPOR ARY DR AWNING
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Self-portrait by Kevin Lyons

MEET THE ARTIST

KEVIN LYONS
Kevin Lyons believes that when you create something original, it has no rules. The
illustrator, designer and creative director who lives and works in Brooklyn, New York is
renowned for his trademark, artistic Monsters. His background includes work for some
of the world’s most visually progressive companies, including market leaders like Nike,
Converse, Adidas, Google TV and now, IKEA. Kevin’s playful and mischievous Monsters
have travelled the world and adorned everything from sneakers to socks, t-shirts to
skateboards, and Chanel bags to giant murals. Over the last couple of decades, Kevin has
also been the Creative Director for Tokion Magazine, Girl Skateboards, Stussy, and Urban
Outfitters. He is also the founder and sole creative behind the veteran label, Natural
Born. Kevin is a firm believer that affordable art should be a part of one’s everyday life.
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“Drawing is super fun and
all people should draw.
Drawing makes the world
a better place.”

Kevin Lyons

BIG AUDIO DYN-O-MITE!
The drawing that Kevin Lyons brings to the IKEA ART
EVENT represents the energy of his Monsters. “They
are constantly moving and shaking, beatboxing and
breaking. The watercolour echoes that energy and
movement through texture and colour,” he says. The
EMMY winning designer and creative director goes on
to explain that there is a deliberate sense of colouring
outside the lines and being ‘a little messy’.
“I wanted to create a funky portrait of some of my
favourite Monster characters all stacked up on top of
each other,” he continues. “I feel it is the way they
would draw me if IKEA asked them to do so.”
IKEA ART EVENT 2017: CONTEMPOR ARY DR AWNING
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Self-portrait by Koen Taselaar

MEET THE ARTIST

KOEN TASELAAR
Koen Taselaar uses several media as artistic ‘canvases’, including drawings, illustrations,
collages, sculpture, and even typography. He is described by his contemporaries as
a creative mastermind, or as one critic put it, “his raw talent, creativity, and obvious
passion for the art is undeniable”.
It is no surprise that drawing as an art form intrigued Koen from an early age. “It is the
direct translation of what is in your head to the hand. I don’t think there is any other
medium with the same directness,” he explains.
His often complex and intricate work displays a rigorous attention to detail. “The fact
that you only need something to draw with and a surface makes it possible to work
everywhere,” he says. Approaching recognisable themes from art history in a lighthearted
manner, Koen has been nominated for artistic awards across several platforms.
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“I’ve had a long
fascination with
band names and the
almost mythical power
associated with them…
They tell a story without
the actual music being
produced. In a similar
way, I can create a
song with an image and
words.”

Koe n Taselaar

NAIVE SUAVE IMAGINARY BAND 170
Koen Taselaar says that the idea behind his piece is a
drawing of an imaginary band that only exists in the
form a poster. “Alternative music and the various subcultures around it have always intrigued me,” he says.
“This has led to a series of drawings around imaginary
bands, expanding from my long-time fascination with
band names and the almost mythical power of them.”
This type of intricate drawing – ‘a direct translation of
what is in your head to the hand’, as Koen puts it – is
an attempt to tell a story without actual music coming
to pass. “In a similar way, I can create a song with an
image and words.”
IKEA ART EVENT 2017: CONTEMPOR ARY DR AWNING
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Self-portrait by Hahan

MEET THE ARTIST

HAHAN
Uji ‘Hahan’ Handoko, known simply to the art world as Hahan, is an outstanding talent
among a younger generation of Indonesian artists who are particularly influenced by
popular culture. Themes of rejection and success permeate his highly regarded works,
which draw inspiration from underground comics and street art as well as Javanese
mythology.
When asked what three things are most important to him, he cites imagination, freedom
and hunger. “Imagination is an important part of the process and the development of my
creative work,” he says. “Freedom gives me a broad sense of possibility of what I can
do in life, and hunger is vital for me to remain creative and survive in an increasingly
competitive world.”
A true pop artist, Hahan constantly seeks new ways of propagating his ideas, especially
making his art as accessible to the community as possible.
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“Through my art, I am
also sharing my views
on the friction of some
commercial forms, the art
market, and deeper still how the use of money is
being interpreted in our
society.”

Hahan

LIFE IS PAY THE BILL
Like many artists of his generation, Hahan is acutely
aware of worldly demands, and his poster reflects
what he calls his view about ‘the friction of some commercial forms, the art market, and deeper still - how
money is being interpreted in our society’. He speaks
eloquently about the importance of imagination, freedom, and hunger in today’s world.
“In this work, my intention is to show not only how
people have to cover their basic needs, but also how
people’s existence is affected by the bills that follow
them until the end of their lives,” he says. “Our lives
can be more fulfilled if we can first cover our bills, or
else doing so can become the focal point of our entire
existence.”
IKEA ART EVENT 2017: CONTEMPOR ARY DR AWNING
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Self-portrait by Ragnar Persson

MEET THE ARTIST

RAGNAR PERSSON
Ragnar Persson’s work is a tour de force in the art world. His new style collages and
detailed pencil drawings have attracted critical acclaim. His subject matter often
describes the imagery of his childhood - far apart houses and forest in the morning mist
of a midnight sun.
Born in the north of Sweden, this enigmatic artist has described his art as a mix of the
Brothers Grimm and Tove Jansson. Yet on closer examination there is a playful glint in the
eyes of his subjects that shatters the initial sense of gloom. It is this mix of heavy metal
influences and boyish charm that has created a particular niche for Ragnar in the drawing
sphere. “I wouldn’t say I have artistic talent,” he says. “I don’t have that really. I enjoy
doing art more than being good at it.”

IKEA ART EVENT 2017: CONTEMPOR ARY DR AWNING
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“I enjoy doing art more
than being good at it. The
thing I am really good
at is being ambitious.
I guess it is as good as
anything.”

Ragnar Per s s on

NIGHTWALK
According to Ragnar Persson, when a person travels
to northern forests of Sweden and takes a walk in
the midnight sun, then he or she will totally comprehend his poster. “The quietness and calmness that
is around, as if the forest has gone to sleep, and the
fresh air, maybe a small mist coming in. and everything in daylight. It’s like the nature gone to sleep but
with one eye open”, he says.
As with all of his work, there is a sense of enthusiasm
and playfulness in his subjects’ eyes that belies the
stillness of their surroundings. Ragnar’s meticulous
and precise pencil drawing reflects the ambience of
the Swedish forest as only a native can.
IKEA ART EVENT 2017: CONTEMPOR ARY DR AWNING
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Self-portrait by Yasuto Sasada

MEET THE ARTIST

YASUTO SASADA
Japanese artist Yasuto Sasada takes ancient beliefs and myths and visually retells their
story in a contemporary way. His highly regarded “precious message of life” works often
focus on creatures whose lives have been regenerated by having a machine installed
in their bodies. Tigers, toki, crayfish and other creatures reinvigorated with fantastic
technology are his favourite subjects.
Incredible detail allows the viewer to experience Yasuto’s creatures of imagination as
living and breathing entities, where the viewer’s senses are heightened and ideally a new
dimension is realised. “I do not make a plan of a drawing, but just do it intuitively when
the idea comes to mind. My philosophy is that a journey of a thousand miles begins with
a single step,” he says. Yasuto has collaborated with the fashion designer Yohji Yamamoto
and exhibited at galleries all over the world.
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“The poster represents
what happens in my head
when I draw. There is a
constant flow of ideas
popping up one after
another.”

Yasuto S as ada

MATSURI
Yasuto Sasada’s impeccable work “Matsuri” focuses
on his own creative process. “There is a constant flow
of ideas popping up in my head, one after another,” he
says. “The poster and the skull itself represent these
concepts.”
Matsuri is a Japanese word meaning ‘festival’ or ‘carnival’. It can also be interpreted as “not as usual”. It
is a formal event performed on a special occasion.
Yasuto’s complex work reflects his philosophy that a
journey of a thousand miles begins with a single step,
and that his images evolve exponentially during this
journey, leading to an outcome where it could be said
that a new artistic dimension is realised.
IKEA ART EVENT 2017: CONTEMPOR ARY DR AWNING
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Self-portrait by Steven Harrington

MEET THE ARTIST

STEVEN HARRINGTON
Born in Los Angeles County, Steven Harrington revels in the blending of nature with
the urban landscape. “It’s a friendly reminder of all the beauty of the things around
us that we stop seeing over time,” he says. His beautiful Los Angeles skylight garage
studio is a reflection of his open-minded and energetic approach to life. “If I wasn’t an
artist I would try to become a forest park ranger…and probably dream about making
art.” An advocate of what has been called the contemporary Californian psychedelic-

IKEA ART EVENT 2017: CONTEMPOR ARY DR AWNING

pop aesthetic, he creates large-scale installations made of plaster and stone, handscreened prints, limited edition books, skateboards, and sculptures. “To me, a simple
piece of paper and pencil is where it all starts. From there it’s just endless possibilities
and can turn into anything. Drawing is magic and I just love this idea. It’s infinite.”
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“There’s not a day that
goes by where I don’t
question what I do. I feel
to question oneself is part
of the creative process.”

S teve n Harrington

KEEP IT MELLO
Steve Harrington’s poster reflects what might be
called the ‘contemporary Californian psychedelic-pop
aesthetic’. In that vein, Steve has been drawing palm
trees for almost a decade. “Being from California, I
wanted to continue to explore my personal palm-tree
theme in the hopes of spreading ‘mello’ vibrations
and good energy,” he says.
The playful palm trees are depicted as weaving
around each other and moving with energy. Steve’s
enthusiasm for his work is apparent: “Hopefully the
piece will bring good vibes and California sunshine to
homes around the globe.” The poster was hand drawn
with colour pencils onto thick drawing paper and what
Steve describes as ‘lots of love’.
IKEA ART EVENT 2017: CONTEMPOR ARY DR AWNING
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Hahan, Amit Greenberg, Joanna Concejo, Jean Jullien
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Kevin Lyons, Koen Taselaar, Micha Payer & Martin Gabriel, Ragnar Persson
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Joanna Concejo
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Hahan, Amit Greenberg

Micha Payer & Martin Gabriel
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Ragnar Persson, Yasuto Sasada
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Steven Harrington
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IKEA ART EVENT FILMS
Art_Event_2017_Timelapse_38sec.mov
Art_Event_2017_Timelapse_2min.mov

Art_Event_2017_Slideshow_30secs.mp4

T IMEL APS E of t he r oom being f ille d wit h drawings
Ther e’s a 38 se c ond - and a 2 minute ver sion
16:9 format

S L IDE S HOW of t he 12 pos ter s
30 se c onds
1:1 format
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PRODUCT IMAGES AND INFO

PE642328

PE642816

PE642329

PE642827

PE642824

PE642327

PE642820

IKEA ART EVENT 2017
poster CHF 9.95

IKEA ART EVENT 2017
poster CHF 9.95

IKEA ART EVENT 2017
poster CHF 9.95

IKEA ART EVENT 2017
poster CHF 9.95

IKEA ART EVENT 2017
poster CHF 9.95

IKEA ART EVENT 2017
poster CHF 9.95

IKEA ART EVENT 2017
poster CHF 9.95

Motif created by Artist Name.
Double-sided adhesive tape
for mounting the picture to
the wall is included. Paper.
W61×H91cm. 803.464.13

Motif created by Artist Name.
Double-sided adhesive tape
for mounting the picture to
the wall is included. Paper.
W61×H91cm. 703.464.18

Motif created by Artist Name.
Double-sided adhesive tape
for mounting the picture to
the wall is included. Paper.
W61×H91cm. 603.464.14

Motif created by Artist Name.
Double-sided adhesive tape
for mounting the picture to
the wall is included. Paper.
W61×H91cm. 503.464.24

Motif created by Artist Name.
Double-sided adhesive tape
for mounting the picture to
the wall is included. Paper.
W61×H91cm. 603.464.33

Motif created by Artist Name.
Double-sided adhesive tape
for mounting the picture to
the wall is included. Paper.
W61×H91cm. 803.464.32

Motif created by Artist Name.
Double-sided adhesive tape
for mounting the picture to
the wall is included. Paper.
W61×H91cm. 903.464.22

PE642818

PE642326

PE642821

PE642817

PE642325

IKEA ART EVENT 2017
poster CHF 9.95

IKEA ART EVENT 2017
poster CHF 9.95

IKEA ART EVENT 2017 poster CHF 9.95

IKEA ART EVENT 2017 poster CHF 9.95

IKEA ART EVENT 2017 poster CHF 9.95

Motif created by Artist Name.
Double-sided adhesive tape
for mounting the picture to
the wall is included. Paper.
W61×H91cm. 903.504.14

Motif created by Artist Name.
Double-sided adhesive tape
for mounting the picture to
the wall is included. Paper.
W61×H91cm. 803.464.27

Motif created by Artist Name. Double-sided
adhesive tape for mounting the picture to
the wall is included. Paper. W91×H61cm.
703.464.23

Motif created by Artist Name. Double-sided
adhesive tape for mounting the picture to
the wall is included. Paper. W91×H61cm.
603.464.28

Motif created by Artist Name. Double-sided
adhesive tape for mounting the picture to
the wall is included. Paper. W91×H6 1cm.
503.464.19
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CONTACT
APRIL 2017

Manuel Rotzinger
IKEA AG
Müslistrasse 16
8957 Spreitenbach

+41 79 887 29 34
manuel.rotzinger@ikea.com
www.IKEA.ch

